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SOLUTION OF A LINEARIZED MODEL OF
HEISENBERG’S FUNDAMENTAL EQUATION II
E. BRU¨NING AND S. NAGAMACHI
Abstract. We propose to look at (a simplified version of) Heisen-
berg’s fundamental field equation (see [2]) as a relativistic quantum
field theory with a fundamental length, as introduced in [1] and
give a solution in terms of Wick power series of free fields which
converge in the sense of ultrahyperfunctions but not in the sense
of distributions.
The solution of this model has been prepared in [5] by calcu-
lating all n-point functions using path integral quantization. The
functional representation derived in this part is essential for the
verification of our condition of extended causality. The verifica-
tion of the remaining defining conditions of a relativistic quantum
field theory is much simpler through the use of Wick power se-
ries. Accordingly in this second part we use Wick power series
techniques to define our basic fields and derive their properties.
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2 E. BRU¨NING AND S. NAGAMACHI
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and outline of paper. Heisenberg’s fundamental
field equation (see [2])
γµ
∂
∂xµ
ψ(x)± l2γµγ5 : ψ(x)ψ¯(x)γµγ5ψ(x) : = 0 (1.1)
contains a parameter l of the dimension of length and accordingly one
might speculate that this parameter can play the roˆle of the funda-
mental length of a quantum field theory with a fundamental length
as introduced in [1]. Unfortunately, nobody knows to solve this equa-
tion. However there is a simplification of Heisenberg’s equation which
is solvable in the sense of classical field theory, namely the system of
equations

(✷+m2)φ(x) = 0(
iγµ
∂
∂xµ
−M
)
ψ(x) = −2l2γµ : ψ(x)φ(x)∂φ(x)
∂xµ
:
(1.2)
for a Klein-Gordon field φ and a spinor field ψ. It is this system of
coupled equations which we discuss in the framework of [1]. In [5], this
system with the Lagrangian density
L(x) = LFf(x) + LFb(x) + LI(x), LFf(x) = ψ¯(x)(iγ
µ∂µ − m˜)ψ(x),
LFb(x) =
1
2
{(∂µφ(x))2−m2φ(x)2}, LI(x) = 2l2(ψ¯(x)γµψ(x))φ(x)∂µφ(x)
is quantized by the method of path integral, that is, the n-point Schwinger
functions are calculated by the Euclideanized lattice approximation
(with infinitesimal spacing, in the framework of nonstandard analysis)
of following path integral:∫ n∏
j=1
ψrjαj (xj) exp i
{∫
R4
LI(x)dx
}
dD(ψ, ψ¯)dG(φ)
×
{∫
exp i
{∫
R4
LI(x)dx
}
dD(ψ, ψ¯)dG(φ)
}−1
,
dG(φ) = exp i
{∫
R4
LFb(x)dx
} ∏
x∈R4
dφ(x)
dD(ψ, ψ¯) = exp i
{∫
R4
LFf(x)dx
} ∏
x∈R4
4∏
α=1
ψα(x)ψ¯α(x),
where ψ1 = ψ, ψ2 = ψ¯.
After renormalization we obtain the continuous limit of the lattice
Schwinger functions. Then the Wightman functions are obtained by
Wick rotation of the Schwinger functions. If these Wightman functions
satisfy the axioms of the relativistic quantum field theory, then, by the
3reconstruction theorem, we can construct the operator valued gener-
alized functions φ(x) and ψ(x). We understand that these fields φ(x)
and ψ(x) are the solutions of the system defined by the Lagrangian
density (1.3) according to standard interpretation of renormalization
procedure.
In this paper, we try to construct the quantum fields φ(x) and ψ(x)
which satisfy the system of differential equations (1.2), then show that
these fields satisfy the axioms of the relativistic quantum field theory.
In [5], it is shown that the Wightman functions of ψ(x) are not tem-
pered distributions used in the usual Wightman axioms but tempered
ultra-hyperfunctions which are used to formulate the quantum field
theory with a fundamental length in [1].
In Section 2 we show that the n-point functionals constructed in this
way satisfy the spinor version of the functional characterization of our
condition of extended causality of [1]. In order to verify the remaining
defining conditions of our relativistic field theory with a fundamental
length we use Wick power series to define the theory. Accordingly, in
this second part we construct an operator valued generalized function
ψ(x) satisfying (1.2). The basic idea to solve the system (1.2) is quite
natural:
Take a Klein-Gordon field of mass m and suppose that we can show
the following three statements:
A) the Wick power series
ρ(x) =: eil
2φ(x)2 :=
∞∑
n=0
inl2n : φ(x)2n : /n! (1.3)
and
ρ∗(x) =: e−il
2φ(x)2 :=
∞∑
n=0
(−i)nl2n : φ(x)2n : /n!
are well-defined as an operator-valued ultra-hyperfunctions.
B) ρ(x) satisfies
∂
∂xµ
ρ(x) = 2il2 : eil
2φ(x)2φ(x)
∂
∂xµ
φ(x) :
= 2il2 : ρ(x)φ(x)
∂
∂xµ
φ(x) : . (1.4)
C) the free Dirac field ψ0(x) is a multiplier for the field ρ and so,
define the field
ψ(x) = ψ0(x)ρ(x), (1.5)
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and calculate(
iγµ
∂
∂xµ
−M
)
ψ(x)
=
[(
iγµ
∂
∂xµ
−M
)
ψ0(x)
]
ρ(x) + γµψ0(x)
∂
∂xµ
ρ(x)
= −2l2γµψ0(x) : ρ(x)φ(x) ∂
∂xµ
φ(x) :
= −2l2γµ : ψ(x)φ(x) ∂
∂xµ
φ(x) : .
Thus, if A) – C) hold, the operator-valued ultra-hyperfunction ψ(x)
satisfies Equation (1.2).
In [1] statement A) is shown together with the fact that the fields
φ(x), ρ(x) and ρ∗(x) satisfy the axioms of ultra-hyperfunction quan-
tum field theory (UHFQFT). In Section 3 the convergence of the Wick
power series for ρ(x) =: egφ(x)
2
: is recalled form [1]. In the next section
the important differential equation ∂µρ(x) = 2iℓ
2 : ρ(x)φ(x)∂µφ(x) :
is proven. Then in order to prepare the treatment of Dirac fields, in
Section 5 the axioms of UHFQFT with a fundamental length ℓ, for
general type of (in particular spinor) fields are presented. In order
to show statement C), we study some properties of ρ(x) which fol-
low from the axioms of UHFQFT in Section 5. In Section 7 it is
shown that the pointwise product (1.5) of two operator-valued tem-
pered ultrahyperfunctions is well-defined and thus statement C) can
be established; and it is shown that φ(x), ψ(x) = ψ0(x)ρ(x) and
ψ¯(x) = ρ∗(x)ψ¯0(x) = ψ¯0(x)ρ∗(x) satisfy all axioms of UHFQFT for
general type fields as presented in Section 4, and their Wightman func-
tions are the same ones obtained in [5] using path integral methods.
1.2. Localization properties of tempered ultra-hyperfunctions.
As announced, in Section 2 we are going to show that the system of
n-point functionals as constructed in the first part satisfy the condition
of extended causality. Since this condition is based on the localization
properties of tempered ultra-hyperfunctions we explain here briefly the
technical realization of these localization properties. To simplify mat-
ters we use a simple one-dimensional model first.
Denote T (−ℓ, ℓ) = R + i(−ℓ, ℓ), T [−k, k] = R + i[−k, k] ⊂ C, and
let T (T (−ℓ, ℓ)) be the set of functions f holomorphic in T (−ℓ, ℓ) and
rapidly decreasing in any T [−k, k] ⊂ T (−ℓ, ℓ). Then for |a| < ℓ, we get∫ ∞
−∞
∞∑
n=0
an
n!
δ(n)(x)f(x)dx =
∞∑
n=0
(−a)n
n!
f (n)(0)
= f(−a) =
∫ ∞
−∞
δ(x+ a)f(x)dx.
The above equality implies the following two facts.
5(A) If |a| < ℓ then ∆N (x) =
∑N
n=0
an
n!
δ(n)(x) converges to δ(x+a) =
δ−a(x) in T (T (−ℓ, ℓ))′ as N → ∞. Clearly, for all N ∈ N,
supp∆N = {0} while for the limit we find supp δ−a = {−a}.
(B) If |a| > ℓ, ∆N (x) does not converge in T (T (−ℓ, ℓ)′.
(A) and (B) say: Elements in T (T (−ℓ, ℓ))′ do not allow to distin-
guish between {0} and {−a}, if |a| < ℓ, but if |a| > ℓ then elements
in T (T (−ℓ, ℓ))′ can be used to distinguish between the locations {0}
and {−a}. Such a length ℓ is considered to be the fundamental length.
T (T (−∞,∞))′ is called the space of the tempered ultrahyperfunctions,
where T (T (−∞,∞)) = lim∞←ℓ T (T (−ℓ, ℓ)) is the space of rapidly de-
creasing entire functions. T (T (−ℓ, ℓ))′ is the space of tempered ultra-
hyperfunctions whose carrier are contained in T (−ℓ, ℓ). The standard
locality condition of quantum field theory in terms of Schwartz distri-
butions is extended using the notion of carrier of analytic functionals
(functionals over the test-function space of analytic functions) instead
of the notion of support of Schwartz distributions.
For a field φ(x) satisfying the standard Wightman axioms, the two-
point functional (Φ, φ(x)φ(y)Ψ) is a functional over the test-function
space S(R2·4), i.e., a tempered distribution. However, for the field
ψ(x) satisfying Equation (1.2), (Φ, ψ(x)ψ(y)Ψ) is not a functional over
the test-function space S(R2·4) but, as shown in sections 2 and 7 of
this paper, a functional over the test-function space T (T (Lℓ′)) for any
ℓ′ > ℓ = ℓm(l) = l/(
√
2π) +O(l2), where
T (Lℓ
′
) = R2·4 + iLℓ
′
, Lℓ
′
= {(y1, y2) ∈ R2·4; |y1 − y2| < ℓ′}.
Thus such a functional can distinguish two events occurring at x1 and
x2 if the distance between x1 and x2 is greater than ℓ, and cannot
distinguish them if the distance is smaller than ℓ. In that sense, the
field ψ(x) does not define a local field but a quasi-local field with a
fundamental length ℓ.
It is quite interesting that the parameter l with the dimension of
length contained in Equations (1.2) is essentially the fundamental length
ℓ′ > ℓ = ℓm(l) = l/(
√
2π) +O(l2) in the sense of this theory.
2. Verification of extended causality
In this section we are going to prove that the system of functionals
(5.7) of Part I (see [5]), i.e., the functionals on T (T (R4n))
Wrα(f) =
∫
Qn
j=1 Γj
(detA(z))−1/2Wr0,α(z1, . . . , zn)f(z)dz, (2.1)
where A(z) is the n× n symmetric matrix whose entries aj,k are given
by
aj,k = ak,j = 2hrjhrk l
2D(−)m (zj − zk)
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for rj = ±1, h±1 = e±iπ/4, j < k and aj,j = 1, and where the paths
Γj are R
4 + i(y0j , 0, 0, 0) for appropriately chosen constants y
0
j , satisfies
the spinor version of condition (R3) of extended locality as presented
in [1]. For convenience we recall this condition here:
(R3) (Condition of extended causality): For all n = 2, 3, . . . and all
j = 1, . . . , n− 1 denote
Lℓj = {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R4n; |xj − xj+1|1 < ℓ},
W ℓj = {(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C4n; zj − zj+1 ∈ V ℓ},
where
V ℓ = {z ∈ C4; ∃x ∈ V ; |Re z − x| < ℓ, |Im z|1 < ℓ}. (2.2)
is a complex neighborhood of light cone V . Then, for any ℓ′ > ℓ,
(i) the functional on T (T (R4n))
T (T (R4n)) ∋ f →Wrα(f) ∈ C
is extended continuously to T (T (Lℓ′j )), and
(ii) the functional on T (T (R4n))
f →Wr1...rjrj+1...rnα1...αjαj+1...αn(f) +Wr1...rj+1rj+...rnα1...αj+1αj ...αn(f) ∈ C
is extended continuously to T (W ℓ′j ).
Remark 2.1. In our previous paper [1], we defined a complex neigh-
bourhood V ℓ by
V ℓ = {z ∈ C4; ∃x ∈ V ; |Re z − x|+ |Im z|1 < ℓ}. (2.3)
But we found that to treat the present model, the neighbourhood
(2.2) is convenient, and by this change of the ℓ-neighbourhood of V ,
our theory [1] is not affected.
In order to verify this condition fix j ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} and assume
y0j+1 − y0j > ℓ = l/(
√
2π), (2.4)
then by estimate (5.6) of Part I, i.e., the global estimate
|D(−)m (x0 − iǫ,x)| ≤ (2πǫ)−2 for all x ∈ R4, ∀ ǫ > 0, (2.5)
it follows
|4l4D(−)m (zj − zj+1)2| < 1.
Introduce
Qn,j(ai,k) =
∑
(i,k,...,l) 6=(1,2,...,n)
(i,k,...,l)6=(1,2,...,j+1,j,...,n)
sgn (i, k, . . . , l)a1,ja2,k · · · an,l (2.6)
7and denote by σ(j+1, j) the permutation (1, . . . , j−1, j, j+1, . . . , n) −→
(1, . . . , j − 1, j + 1, j, . . . , n). Then we have
Pn(ai,k) = sgn (σ(j+1, j)))a1,1a2,2 · · · aj−1,j−1aj,j+1aj+1,jaj+1,j+1 · · · an,n
+Qn,j(ai,k) = −a2j,j+1+Qn,j(ai,k) = ±4l2D(−)m (zj−zj+1)2+Qn,j(ai,k).
Hence we can rewrite (5.5) of Part I, i.e.,
detA = 1 + Pn(aj,k) (2.7)
where Pn(aj,k) is the sum of homogeneous polynomials of degrees m =
2, · · · , n in the entries aj,k, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n with integer coefficients, as
detA = 1 + Pn(ai,k) = 1± 4l2D(−)m (zj − zj+1)2 +Qn,j(ai,k).
It is clear from (2.7), (2.6) and the details provided about the poly-
nomial Pn that each term of Qn,j(ai,k) contains products of 2−points
functions D
(−)
m at arguments different from zj − zj+1. If we choose the
arguments y0k−y0i (i < k) in these 2−points functions sufficiently large,
Qn,j(ai,k) becomes very small; and for these points zj the determinant
(detA(z))−1/2 is holomorphic and the function
(detA(z))−1/2Wr0,α(z1, . . . , zn)
defines a functional in T (T (Lℓ′j ))′ for any ℓ′ > ℓ by Formula (2.1) for
all f ∈ T (T (Lℓ′j )). In fact, for ℓ′ > ℓ, we choose ℓ′ > y0j+1 − y0j > ℓ
and other y0k − y0i sufficiently large so that (detA(z))−1/2 is a bounded
function of x. Then the corresponding integration path
∏n
j=1 Γj of (2.1)
is contained in
T (Lℓ
′
j ) = {z = x+ iy ∈ C4n; |yj − yj+1|1 < ℓ′},
where |y|1 = |y0| + |y|. We conclude that the functional defined by
(detA(z))−1/2Wr0,α(z1, . . . , zn) satisfies Axiom (i) of (R3).
The transposition of zj and zj+1 causes the change of aj,j+1 = aj+1,j:
D(−)m (zj − zj+1)→ D(−)m (zj+1 − zj)
and for an index k with j < k 6= j + 1 the change
aj,k = ak,j = D
(−)
m (zj − zk)→ D(−)m (zj+1 − zk) = aj+1,k = ak,j+1,
aj+1,k = ak,j+1 = D
(−)
m (zj+1 − zk)→ D(−)m (zj − zk) = aj,k = ak,j,
results while for an index k with j > k 6= j + 1 the change is
aj,k = ak,j = D
(−)
m (zk − zj)→ D(−)m (zk − zj+1) = aj+1,k = ak,j+1,
aj+1,k = ak,j+1 = D
(−)
m (zk − zj+1)→ D(−)m (zk − zj) = aj,k = ak,j.
We consider the matrix B = (bi,j) obtained from A by the change of
j-th and j + 1-th rows and j-th and j + 1-th columns. Then we have
detA = detB. Next we consider the matrix C = (cj,k) obtained from B
by changing only bj,j+1 = bj+1,j = aj,j+1 = aj+1,j, i.e., cj,j+1 = cj+1,j =
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D
(−)
m (zj+1−zj). If xj and xj+1 are space-like separated, then D(−)m (xj−
xj+1) is analytic (space-like points x are Jost points of D
(−)
m (x)) and
D
(−)
m (xj − xj+1) = D(−)m (xj+1 − xj). Therefore for space-like separated
xj , xj+1 (y
0
j − y0j+1 = 0) and other y0k − y0i sufficiently large, we have
detA = detC. Note thatWr0,α(z1, . . . , zn) is also expressed by the sum
of products of the two-point functions of the Dirac field as in the scalar
case, and for space-like separated xj , xj+1 (y
0
j − y0j+1 = 0) and other
y0k − y0i positive, we have
Wr0,α(z1, . . . , xj , xj+1, . . . , zn) = −Wr0,α(z1, . . . , xj+1, xj , . . . , zn).
In order to proceed we need some estimates forD
(−)
m (xj+1−xj) which
are developed below.
Proposition 2.2. Let ω(|p|) =√|p|2 +m2 and introduce the auxiliary
function
gm(z, x) =
∫ ∞
0
e−iω(|p|)ze−i|p|x
m
|p|2 +m2 + |p|ω(|p|)d|p|.
Then we have
D(−)m (x
0 − iǫ,x) = [(2π)2]−1e−im(x0−iǫ) −1
(x0 − iǫ)2 − |x|2
+
mi
[2(2π)2]
[−gm(x0 − iǫ,−|x|)
x0 − iǫ− |x| +
gm(x
0 − iǫ,−|x|)
x0 − iǫ+ |x|
]
,
and for Im z ≤ 0 and Im x = 0, the estimate
|gm(z, x)| ≤ gm(0, 0) ≤
√
2π
4
follows.
Proof. From the definition of D
(−)
m we know
D(−)m (x
0 − iǫ,x) = [2(2π)3]−1
∫
ω(|p|)−1e−iω(|p|)(x0−iǫ)eipxdp
= [2(2π)3]−1
∫
ω(|p|)−1e−iω(|p|)(x0−iǫ) exp(i|p||x| cos θ)|p|2 sin θd|p|dθdφ
= [2(2π)2]−1
1
i|x|
∫ ∞
0
ω(|p|)−1e−iω(|p|)(x0−iǫ)[ei|p||x| − e−i|p||x|]|p|d|p|.
If we put t = ω(|p|) = √|p|2 +m2 then |p| = √t2 −m2, and the
equation can be continued by:
= [2(2π)2]−1
1
i|x|
∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ)[ei
√
t2−m2|x| − e−i
√
t2−m2|x|]dt
= [2(2π)2]−1
1
i|x|
∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ−|x|)ei(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|dt
9−[2(2π)2]−1 1
i|x|
∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ+|x|)e−i(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|]dt
= [2(2π)2]−1
1
i|x|
[
e−it(x
0−iǫ−|x|)ei(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
−i(x0 − iǫ− |x|)
]∞
t=m
− [2(2π)
2]−1
−i(x0 − iǫ− |x|)
∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ−|x|)ei(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
[
t√
t2 −m2 − 1
]
dt
−[2(2π)2]−1 1
i|x|
[
e−it(x
0−iǫ+|x|)e−i(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
−i(x0 − iǫ+ |x|)
]∞
t=m
+
[2(2π)2]−1
−i(x0 − iǫ+ |x|)
∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ+|x|)e−i(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
[
t√
t2 −m2 − 1
]
dt.
Since ∫ ∞
m
e−it(x
0−iǫ)e∓i
√
t2−m2|x|
[
t√
t2 −m2 − 1
]
dt
=
∫ ∞
0
e−iω(|p|)(x
0−iǫ)e∓i|p||x|
[
1− |p|
ω(|p|)
]
d|p|
= m
∫ ∞
0
e−iω(|p|)(x
0−iǫ)e∓i|p||x|
m
|p|2 +m2 + |p|ω(|p|)d|p|
= mgm(x
0 − iǫ,±|x|)
and
1
i|x|
[
e−it(x
0−iǫ−|x|)ei(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
−i(x0 − iǫ− |x|)
]∞
t=m
− 1
i|x|
[
e−it(x
0−iǫ+|x|)e−i(
√
t2−m2−t)|x|
−i(x0 − iǫ+ |x|)
]∞
t=m
=
1
i|x|
[ −i
x0 − iǫ− |x| +
i
x0 − iǫ+ |x|
]
=
−2
(x0 − iǫ− |x|)(x0 − iǫ+ |x|) =
−2
(x0 − iǫ)2 − |x|2 ,
D(−)m (x
0 − iǫ,x) = [(2π)2]−1e−im(x0−iǫ) −1
(x0 − iǫ)2 − |x|2
+
mi
[2(2π)2]
[−gm(x0 − iǫ,−|x|)
x0 − iǫ− |x| +
gm(x
0 − iǫ, |x|)
x0 − iǫ+ |x|
]
.
|gm(z, x)| ≤
∫ ∞
0
m
|p|2 +m2 + |p|ω(|p|)d|p| = gm(0, 0)
≤
∫ ∞
0
m
2|p|2 +m2d|p| =
m
2
[√
2
m
tan−1
√
2|p|
m
]∞
|p|=0
=
√
2π
4
.

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Corollary 2.3. Introduce
ℓm(l) = [1/(2π)][l
2m
√
2/8 + l
√
2 + 2(m/8)2l2]
and a = min± |x0 − iǫ± |x||. Then, if a > ℓm(l), the estimate
2l2|D(−)m (x0 − iǫℓ(x),x)| < 1
holds.
Proof. We have the following inequalities.
|Dm(x0 − iǫ,x)| ≤ (2π)−2
∣∣∣∣ 1(x0 − iǫ− |x|)(x0 − iǫ+ |x|)
∣∣∣∣
+[2(2π)2]−1m
√
2π
4
[∣∣∣∣ 1x0 − iǫ− |x|
∣∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣∣ 1x0 − iǫ+ |x|
∣∣∣∣
]
≤ (2π)−2 1
a2
+ (2π)−2m
√
2π
4
1
a
,
2l2|Dm(x0 − iǫ,x)| ≤ 2l2
[
(2π)−2
1
a2
+ (2π)−2m
√
2π
4
1
a
]
.
As a solution of the inequality
2l2(2π)−2
[
1
a2
+m
√
2π
4
1
a
]
< 1,
we have
a > ℓm(l) = [1/(2π)][l
2m
√
2/8 + l
√
2 + 2(m/8)2l2].
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.4. Denote by dist (x, V¯ ) the distance between x and the
closed light cone V¯ = {x = (x0,x) ∈ R4; |x0| ≥ |x|}, and for ℓ > 0
Vℓ = {x ∈ R4; dist (x, V¯ ) < ℓ}.
Define ǫℓ(x) by ǫℓ(x) = ℓ if dist (x, V¯ ) ≤ ℓ/
√
2, ǫℓ(x) =
√
2ℓ2 − 2dist (x, V¯ )2
if ℓ/
√
2 ≤ dist (x, V¯ ) ≤ ℓ and ǫℓ(x) = 0 if dist (x, V¯ ) ≥ ℓ. Then
0 ≤ ǫℓ(x) ≤ ℓ and supp ǫℓ(x) ⊂ V¯ℓ. Let ℓ = l/(
√
2π) and assume√
2ℓ > ℓm(l), e.g., assume ml < 2. Then, if ℓ
′′ > ℓ, the estimate
2l2|D(−)m (x0 − iǫℓ′′(x),x)| < 1
holds.
Proof. The support property of ǫℓ′′(x) follows immediately from the
definitions, and it is easy to see that
|x0 ± |x|| ≥
√
2 dist (x, V¯ )
and we have,
a(x)2 = min
±
|x0 − iǫℓ′′(x)± |x||2 ≥ 2dist (x, V¯ )2 + ǫℓ′′(x)2.
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If dist (x, V¯ ) ≥ ℓ′′/√2, then a(x)2 = 2ℓ′′2 > 2ℓ2 > ℓm(l)2, and the
estimate holds. If dist (x, V¯ ) ≤ ℓ′′/√2, then ǫℓ′′(x) = ℓ′′ > ℓ, and
the estimate follows from the inequality (2.5). This completes the
proof. 
For any ℓ
′
> ℓ, we choose ℓ < ℓ′′ < ℓ′. Let ǫ(x) = ǫℓ′′(x), and
aj,j+1 = D
(−)
m (xj −xj+1+ iǫ(xj −xj+1)) and for the other ai,k take y0k−
y0i sufficiently large. Then (detA(x))
−1/2 and (detC(x))−1/2 are well-
defined continuous functions of x and (detA(x))−1/2 = (detC(x))−1/2
if xj − xj+1 ∈ R4\Vℓ′′ . Let
Wrα(z1, . . . , zn) = (detA(z))−1/2Wr0,α(z1, . . . , zn)
and
Wr,jα (z) =Wr
′
α′(z
′), z′ = (z1, . . . , zj+1, zj, . . . , zn),
r′ = (r1, . . . , rj+1, rj, . . . ,n ), α′ = (α1, . . . , αj+1, αj , . . . , αn).
Then, by deforming the path Γj×Γj+1 in Eq. (2.1) into Gj,j+1, we can
write
Wrα(f) +Wr,jα (f) =∫
Gj,j+1
Q
i6=j,j+1 Γi
Wrα(z)f(z)dz +
∫
Gj+1,j
Q
i6=j,j+1 Γi
Wr,jα (z)f(z)dz,
where y0j = y
0
j+1 and
Gj,j+1 = {(x0j+iy0j−iǫ(xj−xj+1),xj , x0j+1+iy0j+1,xj+1); (xj, xj+1) ∈ R2·4},
Gj+1,j = {(x0j+iy0j ,xj , x0j+1+iy0j+1−iǫ(xj+1−xj),xj+1); (xj, xj+1) ∈ R2·4}.
Since Wrα(z) +Wr,jα (z) = 0 for xj − xj+1 ∈ R4\V ℓ′′ ,
Wrα(f) +Wr,jα (f) =∫
Gℓ
′
j,j+1
Q
i6=j,j+1 Γi
Wrα(z)f(z)dz +
∫
Gℓ
′
j+1,j
Q
i6=j,j+1 Γi
Wr,jα (z)f(z)dz,
where
Gℓ
′′
j,j+1 =
{(x0j+iy0j−iǫ(xj−xj+1),xj, x0j+1+iy0j+1,xj+1); xj−xj+1 ∈ R4∩V ℓ
′′},
Gℓ
′′
j+1,j =
{(x0j+iy0j ,xj , x0j+1+iy0j+1−iǫ(xj+1−xj),xj+1); xj−xj+1 ∈ R4∩V ℓ
′′}.
Since Gℓ
′′
j,j+1
∏
i 6=j,j+1 Γi, G
ℓ′′
j+1,j
∏
i 6=j,j+1 Γi ⊂ W ℓ
′
j , this shows that
T (W ℓ′j ) ∋ f →Wrα(f) +Wr,jα (f) ∈ C
is continuous and satisfies the axiom (ii) of (R3) of [1].
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3. Convergence of Wick power series for ρ(x) =: egφ(x)
2
:
Our starting point are the well-known results of Jaffe [4] on formal
Wick power series of free fields. If we consider the power series of a
free field φ
ρ(i)(x) =
∞∑
n=0
a(i)n
: φ(x)n :
n!
, (3.1)
then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 (Theorem A.1 of [4]). In the sense of formal power series
the following identity holds
(Φ0, ρ
(1)(x1) · · · ρ(n)(xn)Φ0) =
∞∑
rij=0; 1≤i<j≤n
A(R)TR
R!
(3.2)
where
rij = rji, rii = 0, Ri =
n∑
j=1
rij , A(R) =
n∏
j=1
a
(j)
Rj
R! =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(rij)!, T
R =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(tij)
rij (3.3)
tij = (Φ0, φ(xi)φ(xj)Φ0) = D
(−)
m (xi − xj).
Corollary 3.2. In the case of
σ(i)(x) =: egiφ(x) :=
∞∑
n=0
gni
: φ(x)n :
n!
,
(3.2) becomes
(Φ0, σ
(1)(xn) · · ·σ(n)(xn)Φ0) = exp
{ ∑
1≤i<j≤n
gigjtij
}
.
Proof. The chain of identities( ∏
1≤i<j≤n
{gigj}rij
)2
=
∏
1≤i,j≤n
{gigj}rij =
n∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
g
rij
i g
rij
j
=
n∏
i=1
(
g
Pn
j=1 rij
i
n∏
j=1
g
rij
j
)
=
(
n∏
i=1
gRii
)
n∏
i=1
n∏
j=1
g
rij
j
=
(
n∏
i=1
gRii
)
n∏
j=1
g
Pn
i=1 rij
j =
(
n∏
i=1
gRii
)2
= A(R)2
shows that
∏
1≤i<j≤n
{gigj}rij = A(R), and thus we get
exp
{ ∑
1≤i<j≤n
gigjtij
}
=
∏
1≤i<j≤n
exp {gigjtij} =
∏
1≤i<j≤n
∞∑
rij=0
{gigjtij}rij
rij!
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=
∞∑
rij=0;1≤i<j≤n
∏
1≤i<j≤n
{gigjtij}rij
rij !
=
∞∑
rij=0;1≤i<j≤n
∏
1≤i<j≤n
{gigj}rij T (R)
R!
.
=
∞∑
rij=0;1≤i<j≤n
A(R)T (R)
R!
= (Φ0, σ
(1)(xn) · · ·σ(n)(xn)Φ0).

Assume that for some σ > 0
lim sup
n→∞
[|a(i)n |2/n!]1/n = σ.
Then Theorem 6.3 of [1] says that the power series (3.1) defines an
ultra-hyperfunction quantum field with fundamental length ℓ
ℓ =
√
σ/(2π)
if φ is a massless free field. Now consider
ρ(x) =: eigφ(x)
2
:=
∞∑
n=0
(ig)n
: φ(x)2n :
n!
=
∞∑
n=0
(ig)n
(2n)!
n!
: φ(x)2n :
(2n)!
,
ρ∗(x) =: e−igφ(x)
2
:=
∞∑
n=0
(−ig)n : φ(x)
2n :
n!
.
In this case we find for the above limit σ = 2|g|. Suppose that the
0 < tij ’s satisfy ∑
1≤i<j≤n
tij <
1
2|g| .
Then the power series
∞∑
rij=0; 1≤i<j≤n
A(R)ZR
R!
(3.4)
of zij (1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) for ρ(j)(x) = ρ(x) or ρ(j)(x) = ρ∗(x), where
ZR =
∏
1≤i<j≤n(zij)
rij , is absolutely convergent for |zij| < tij (1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n). This shows the convergence of the vacuum expectation value
(Φ0, ρ
(1)(x1) · · ·ρ(n)(xn)Φ0)
in the sense of tempered ultra-hyperfunctions, and moreover implies
the strong convergence of
ρN(f)Φ =
N∑
n=0
(ig)n
: φ(x)2n : (f)
n!
Φ
for N → ∞ (in the Fock space), where Φ = ρ(1)(f1) · · · ρ(m)(fm)Φ0
for fk ∈ T (T (R4)). For the definition and basic properties of the
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testfunction space T (T (R4)) of tempered ultrahyperfunctions we refer
to [1].
Proposition 3.3. Abbreviate
ρ(j)(xj) =: e
−rj il2φ(xj)2 :
with rj = ±1. Then the vacuum expectation values of these fields are
given by
(Φ0, ρ
(1)(x1) · · ·ρ(n)(xn)Φ0) = (detA)−1/2, (3.5)
where A is the n× n symmetric matrix whose entries aj,k are given by
aj,k = ak,j = 2hrjhrk l
2D(−)m (xj − xk)
for h±1 = e±iπ/4, j < k and aj,j = 1.
Note that the result (3.5) is the same as the corresponding result in
[5].
Proof. The equation
(2π)−1/2
∫
eitpe−t
2/2dt = e−p
2/2
can be considered as an equation for the following two power series of
the variable p:
(2π)−1/2
∫ ∞∑
n=0
[(itp)n/n!]e−t
2/2dt =
∞∑
n=0
(−p2/2)n/n!,
and by inserting p =
√
2φ(x) and using Wick products we get, as a
formal series
(2π)−1/2
∫ ∞∑
n=0
[: (it
√
2hφ(x))n : /n!]e−t
2
dt =
∞∑
n=0
: (−(hφ(x))2)n : /n!.
We write this as
(2π)−1/2
∫
: eit
√
2hφ(x) : e−t
2/2dt =: e−(hφ(x))
2
: .
Let hrj = e
irjπ/4 and denote σ(j)(x) =: eitj
√
2hrjφ(x) :. Then Corollary
2.2 says
(Φ0, σ
(1)(x1) · · ·σ(n)(xn)Φ0)
= exp
{ ∑
1≤j<k≤n
−2tjtkhrjhrkD(−)m (xj − xk)
}
and thus we get
(Φ0, ρ(x1) · · ·ρ(xn)Φ0)
=
1
(2π)n/2
∫
e
nP
1≤j<k≤n −2tjtkhrjhrkD
(−)
m (xj−xk)−
Pn
j=1 t
2
j/2
o
dt1 . . . dtn
= (detA)−1/2.

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Note that φ(x) = ρ(i)(x) if a
(i)
1 = 1 and a
(i)
n = 0 for n 6= 1. Let
U(a,Λ) be the unitary representation of the proper Poincare´ group for
the free neutral scalar field in the Fock space H. Then the system
{H,Φ0, U(a,Λ), φ(x), ρ(x), ρ∗(x)} satisfies the axioms of UHFQFT.
4. Verification of the equation
∂µρ(x) = 2iℓ
2 : ρ(x)φ(x)∂µφ(x) :
We begin by recalling some basic facts about Wick products of free
fields which are then used to study Wick polynomials and Wick power
series.
Let H be the Hilbert space defined by
H = ⊕∞n=0Hn.
Here, Hn is the set of symmetric square-integrable functions on the
direct product of the momentum space hyperboloids
ξ2k = m
2, ξ0k > 0, k = 1, . . . , n (4.1)
with respect to the Lorentz invariant measure
n∏
k=1
dΩm(ξk), where
dΩm(ξ) =
dξ1dξ2dξ3√∑3
k=1(ξ
k)2 +m2
.
In the fundamental paper [6], we find the following quite general for-
mula (3.44) for the definition of Wick products of a free field φ of mass
m as operators in H: For f ∈ S(R4) and Φ ∈ H one has:
(: Dα
(1)
φDα
(2)
φ · · ·Dα(l)φ : (f)Φ)(n)(ξ1, . . . , ξn) (3.44)
=
πl/2
(2π)2(l−1)
l∑
j=0
[
(n− l + 2j)!
n!
]1/2 ∫
· · ·
∫ ( j∏
k=1
dΩm(ηk)
)
×
∑
1≤k1<k2<...<kl−j≤n
(j!)−1
∑
P
P
(
(−iη1)α(1) · · · (−iηj)α(j)(iξk1)α
(j+1) · · ·
· · · (iξkl−j)α
(l)
f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
))
Φ(n−l+2j)(η1, . . . , ηj, ξ1, . . . , ξˆk1, . . . , ξˆkl−j , . . . , ξn),
where in the summation
l∑
j=0
, only those terms are to be retained for
which n − l + 2j ≥ 0, and the sum
∑
P
is over all permutation of the
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variables η1, . . . , ηj , (−ξk1), . . . , (−ξkl−j). We reconsider this formula in
the sense of operator-valued ultra-hyperfunctions. Let |β| = 1 and
|α(1)| = |α(2)| = . . . = |α(l)| = 0. Then we have from (3.44)
(: φl : (−Dβf)Φ)(n)(ξ1, . . . , ξn)
=
πl/2
(2π)2(l−1)
l∑
j=0
[
(n− l + 2j)!
n!
]1/2 ∫
· · ·
∫ ( j∏
k=1
dΩm(ηk)
)
×
∑
1≤k1<k2<...<kl−j≤n
(j!)−1
×
∑
P
P

i
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
)β
f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
)×
×Φ(n−l+2j)(η1, . . . , ηj, ξ1, . . . , ξˆk1, . . . , ξˆkl−j , . . . , ξn).
=
p
l/2
(2π)2(l−1)
l∑
j=0
[
(n− l + 2j)!
n!
]1/2 ∫
· · ·
∫ ( j∏
k=1
dΩm(ηk)
)
×
∑
1≤k1<k2<···<kl−j≤n
(j!)−1
∑
P
P
(
l(iη1)
β f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
))
×Φ(n−l+2j)(η1, . . . , ηj, ξ1, . . . , ξˆk1, . . . , ξˆkl−j , . . . , ξn).
Observe that ∑
P
P (ηi) =
∑
P
P (−ξkr)
for any i and r. This implies for |β| = 1,∑
P
P
(
(ηi)
β
)
=
∑
P
P
(
(−ξkr)β
)
and therefore
∑
P
P

i
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
)β
f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
)
=
∑
P
P
(
l(iη1)
β f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
))
On the other hand, we also have from (3.44), for |α(1)| = 1, and |α(2)| =
. . . = |α(l)| = 0
(: (Dα
(1)
φ)φl−1 : (f)Φ)(n)(ξ1, . . . , ξn)
=
πl/2
(2π)2(l−1)
l∑
j=0
[
(n− l + 2j)!
n!
]1/2 ∫
· · ·
∫ ( j∏
k=1
dΩm(ηk)
)
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×
∑
1≤k1<k2<...<kl−j≤n
(j!)−1
∑
P
P
(
(iη1)
α(1) f˜
(
j∑
r=1
ηr −
l−j∑
r=1
ξkr
))
×Φ(n−l+2j)(η1, . . . , ηj, ξ1, . . . , ξˆk1, . . . , ξˆkl−j , . . . , ξn).
This shows that
(: φl : (−Dα(1)f)Φ)(n) = l(: (Dα(1)φ)φl−1 : (f)Φ)(n), (4.2)
that is,
Dα
(1)
: φ(x)l := l : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φl−1(x) : . (4.3)
Let D0 be the set generated by the vectors of the form
ρ(1)(f1) · · ·ρ(n)(fn)Φ0, fk ∈ T (T (R4)),
where ρ(k)(x) is one of φ(x), ρ(x) and ρ∗(x), and Φ ∈ D0. Then we
have seen in the previous section that
ρ(−Dα(1)f)Φ =: eigφ2 : (−Dα(1)f)Φ
=
∞∑
l=0
(ig)l
l!
: φ2l : (−Dα(1)f)Φ
is strongly convergent, and by (4.2)
: φ2l : (−Dα(1)f)Φ = l : (Dα(1)φ)φl−1 : (f)Φ.
This shows that
∞∑
l=0
(ig)l
l!
: φ2l : (−Dα(1)f)Φ
=
∞∑
l=1
(ig)l
(l − 1)!2 : (D
α(1)φ)φφ2(l−1) : (f)Φ
=
∞∑
l=0
2(ig)
(ig)l
l!
: (Dα
(1)
φ)φφ2l : (f)Φ.
We write the last expression as
= 2(ig) : (Dα
(1)
φ)φ
∞∑
l=0
(ig)l
l!
: φ2l :: (f)Φ
= 2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ)φρ : (f)Φ.
That is, the formal expression (which is difficult to give a direct mean-
ing)
2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)(: eigφ(x)
2
:) : Φ
= 2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)
∞∑
l=0
(ig)l
l!
: φ2l(x) :: Φ
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can be understood as
∞∑
l=0
2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)
(ig)l
l!
φ2l(x) : Φ
=
∞∑
l=1
2 : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))
(ig)l
(l − 1)!φ
2l−1(x) : Φ.
Then by (4.3), the above expression equals
∞∑
l=1
(ig)l
l!
Dα
(1)
: φ2l(x) : Φ,
and this is equal to
Dα
(1)
∞∑
l=1
(ig)l
l!
: φ2l(x) : Φ = Dα
(1)
ρ(x)Φ
in the sense of generalized functions. In the above understanding, we
have
Dα
(1)
ρ(x)Φ = 2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)ρ(x) : Φ, (4.4)
that is, if the Wick product
: (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)ρ(x) :
is defined by the Wick power series
∞∑
l=0
2ig : (Dα
(1)
φ(x))φ(x)
(ig)l
l!
φ2l(x) :,
then we have (4.4), i.e., (1.4).
5. Wightman’s Axioms for general type fields
In Wightman’s scheme, the concept of a relativistic quantum field
φ(κ) of type κ plays a fundamental role. Such a field, for example a
scalar, tensor or spinor field, has a finite number of Lorentz components
φ
(κ)
j (j = 1, . . . , rκ).
The field components φ
(κ)
j (x) are operator-valued generalized functions,
i.e.,
φ
(κ)
j (f) =
∫
φ
(κ)
j (x)f(x)d
4x
are densely defined linear operators in a complex Hilbert spaceH. They
are not assumed to be bounded.
Here we state Wightman’s axioms for the ultra-hyperfunction quantum
field theory [1]. For the neutral scalar fields, these axioms are the
axioms in [1].
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W.I.Relativistic invariance of the state space: There is a complex
Hilbert space H with positive metric in which a unitary representation
U(a, A) of the Poinare´ spinor group P0 acts. (a, A) 7→ U(a, A) is weakly
continuous.
W.II. Spectral property: The spectrum Σ of the energy-momentum
operator P which generates the translations in this representation, i.e.,
eiaP = U(a, 1), is contained in the closed forward light cone
V¯+ = {p = (p0, . . . , p3) ∈ R4; p0 ≥ |p|}.
W.III. Existence and uniqueness of the vacuum: InH there exists
unit vector Φ0 (also denoted by |0〉 and called the vacuum vector) which
is unique up to a phase factor and which is invariant under all space-
time translations U(a, 1), a ∈ R4.
W.IV. Fields: The components φ
(κ)
j of the quantum field φ
(κ) are
operator-valued generalized functions φ
(κ)
j (x) over the space T (T (R4))
with common dense domain D; i.e., for all Ψ ∈ D and all Φ ∈ H,
T (T (R4)) ∋ f → (Φ, φ(κ)j (f)Ψ) ∈ C
is a tempered ultrahyperfunction. It is supposed that the vacuum
vector Φ0 is contained in D and that D is taken into itself under the
action of the operators φ
(κ)
j (f) and U(a, A), i.e.,
φ
(κ)
j (f)D ⊂ D, U(a, A)D ⊂ D.
Moreover it is assumed that there exist indices κ¯, ¯ such that φ
(κ¯)
¯ (f¯) ⊂
φ
(κ)
j (f)
∗ where ∗ indicates the Hilbert space adjoint of the operator in
question.
W.V. Poincare´-covariance of the fields: According to the type of
the field, there is a finite dimensional real or complex matrix represen-
tation V (κ)(A) of SL(2,C) such that
U(a, A)φ
(κ)
j (x)U(a, A)
−1 =
∑
ℓ
V
(κ)
j,ℓ (A
−1)φ(κ)ℓ (Λ(A)x+ a),
i.e., for any f ∈ T (T (R4)) and Ψ ∈ D,
U(a, A)φ
(κ)
j (f)U(a, A)
−1Ψ =
∑
ℓ
V
(κ)
j,ℓ (A
−1)φ(κ)ℓ (f(a,A))Ψ,
where f(a,A)(x) = f(Λ(A)
−1(x − a)). We have V (κ)(−1) = ±1. If
V (κ)(−1) = 1, then the field is called a tensor field. If V (κ)(−1) = −1,
then the field is called a spinor field.
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W.VI. Extended causality or extended local commutativity:
Any two field components φ
(κ)
j (x) and φ
(κ′)
l (y) either commute or anti-
commute if the distance between x and y is greater than ℓ:
a) The functionals
T (T (R4))× T (T (R4)) ∋ f ⊗ g → (Φ, φ(κ)j (f)φ(κ
′)
l (g)Ψ)
and
T (T (R4))× T (T (R4)) ∋ f ⊗ g → (Φ, φ(κ′)l (g)φ(κ)j (f)Ψ)
can be extended continuously to T (T (Lℓ)) in some Lorentz frame, for
arbitrary elements Φ, Ψ in the common domain D of the field operators
φκj (f), where
T (Lℓ) = {(z1, z2) ∈ C4·2; |Im z1 − Im z2| < ℓ}.
b) The carrier of the functional
(f, g)→ (Φ, [φ(κ)j (f), φ(κ
′)
l (g)]∓Ψ)
on T (T (R4))× T (T (R4)) is contained in the set
W ℓ = {(z1, z2) ∈ C4·2; z1 − z2 ∈ V ℓ},
where
V ℓ = {z ∈ C4; ∃ x ∈ V, |Re z − x|+ |Im z| < ℓ}
is a complex neighborhood of light cone V , i.e., this functional can be
extended continuously to T (W ℓ).
W.VII. Cyclicity of the vacuum: The set D0 of finite linear combi-
nations of vectors of the form
φ
(κ1)
j1
(f1) · · ·φ(κn)jn (fn)Φ0, fj ∈ T (T (R4)) (n = 0, 1, . . .)
is dense in H.
6. Some Consequences of the Axioms
A vector-valued generalized function Φ
(κn)
µ
n
(f) is defined as follows:
First, let g(x1, . . . , xn) = f1(x1) · · ·fn(xn) for fj ∈ T (T (R4)), and de-
fine Φ
(κ1...κn)
µ1...µn (g) by:
Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (g) = φ
(κ1)
µ1 (f1) · · ·φ(κj)µj (fj) · · ·φ(κn)µn (fn)Φ0.
If T (T (R4))⊗n ∋ gk → f(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ T (T (R4n)) in the topology of
T (T (R4n)),
‖Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (gk − gl)‖2
=W(κ¯n...κ¯1κ1...κn)¯n...¯1j1...jn ((gk − gl)∗ ⊗ (gk − gl))→ 0.
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This shows that there exists a vector Φ
(κ1...κn)
µ1...µn (f) such that
Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (gk)→ Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f) = Φ(κn)µ
n
(f),
and the mapping
T (T (R4n)) ∋ f → Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f) ∈ H
is continuous. The Wightman (generalized) function W(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f) is
defined by
T (T (R4n)) ∋ f →W(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f) = (Φ0,Φ(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f)) ∈ C.
With the definition of the Fourier transform Φ˜
(κn)
µ
n
of Φ
(κn)
µ
n
by
Φ(κn)µ
n
(f) = Φ˜
(κn)
(µ
n
)(f˜).
we find
U(a, 1)Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(f˜) = U(a, 1)Φ(κn)µ
n
(f) =
Φ(κn)µ
n
(f(a,1)) = Φ˜
(κn)
µ
n
(
f˜ exp
[
i
(
n∑
k=1
pka
)])
.
According to standard strategy we use this identity to determine
support properties of the Fourier transforms of the field operators. Let
h ∈ T (T (R4)). Then we have
(2π)2h˜(P )Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(f˜) =
∫
R4
h(a)U(a, 1)daΦ˜(κn)µ
n
(f˜)
= (2π)2〈Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(p1, . . . , pn), h˜(p1 + · · ·+ pn) · f˜(p1, . . . , pn)〉.
Let χn be a linear mapping defined by
(p1, . . . , pn) = χn(q0, . . . , qn−1), pk = qk−1−qk(k = 1, . . . , n−1), pn = qn−1.
The inverse mapping χ−1n is:
qk =
n∑
j=k+1
pj (k = 0, . . . , n− 1).
Define Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
by
Z˜(κn)µ
n
(f˜ ◦ χn) = Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(f˜).
Then
Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜) = Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜ ◦ χ−1n ).
Let g˜2 ∈ H(R4(n−1);R4(n−1)) and g˜1 ∈ H(R4;R4). Then we have
h˜(P )Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜1 ⊗ g˜2)) = Z˜(κn)µ
n
(h˜ · g˜1 ⊗ g˜2))
= g˜1(P )Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(h˜⊗ g˜2)).
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These equalities show that the vector-valued generalized function
H(R4;R4) ∋ g˜1 → Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜1 ⊗ g˜2)) ∈ H
has its support contained in the spectrum Σ of energy-momentum op-
erator P (see Proposition 4.5 of [1]), and
h˜(0)(Φ0, Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(g˜1 ⊗ g˜2))) = (Φ0, h˜(P )Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜1 ⊗ g˜2)))
= (Φ0, g˜1(P )Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(h˜⊗ g˜2)) = g˜1(0)(Φ0, Z˜(κn)µ
n
(h˜⊗ g˜2)).
This equality allows us to define a functional W˜
(κn)
µ
n
by
(2π)2W˜ (κn)µ
n
(g˜2) = (Φ0, Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(h˜⊗ g˜2))
for h˜ ∈ H(R4;R4) with h˜(0) = 1, since the right hand side of the
above equality does not depend on h˜ ∈ H(R4;R4) provided h˜(0) = 1,
equivalently,
∫
h(x)dx = (2π)2. Moreover, we have
(2π)2g˜1(0)W˜
(κn)
µ
n
(g˜2) = (Φ0, Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(g˜1 ⊗ g˜2)),
and this shows that
W˜(κn)µ
n
◦ χn(q0, q1, . . . , qn−1) = (2π)2δ(q0)W˜ (κn)µ
n
(q1, . . . , qn−1).
Let f˜j = g˜j ◦ χ−1n (j = 1, 2). Then
f ∗1 ⊗ f2 (p1, . . . , pm+n) = f˜1(−pm, . . . ,−p1)f2 (pm+1, . . . , pm+n)
= g˜1(−p1 − · · · − pm, . . . ,−p1)g˜2(pm+1 + · · ·+ pm+n, . . . , pm+n)
= g˜1(qm − q0, . . . , q1 − q0)g˜2(qm, . . . , qm+n−1),
and
(Z˜(κm)µ
m
(g˜1), Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(g˜2)) = (Φ˜
(κm)
µ
m
(f˜1), Φ˜
(κn)
µ
n
(f˜2))
= (Φ(κm)µ
m
(f1),Φ
(κn)
µ
n
(f2)) =W(κm+n)µ
m+n
(f ∗1 ⊗ f2)
= 〈(2π)2δ(q0)W˜ (κm+n)µ
m+n
(q1, . . . , qm+n−1),
g˜1(qm − q0, . . . , q1 − q0)g˜(qm, . . . , qm+n−1)〉
= (2π)2〈W˜ (κm+n)µ
m+n
(q1, . . . , qm+n−1), g˜1(qm, . . . , q1)g˜(qm, . . . , qm+n−1)〉.
This identity implies that the support of W˜
(κn)
µ
n
(q1, . . . , qn−1) is con-
tained in Σn−1 (see Proposition 4.6 of [1]). Moreover, the equality
(Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜), Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜))
= (2π)2〈W˜ (κ2n)µ
2n
(q1, . . . , q2n−1), g˜(qn, . . . , q1)g˜(qn, . . . , q2n−1)〉
shows that the support of Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(q0, . . . , qn−1) is contained in Σn. From
this support property it follows that Z˜
(κn)
µ
n
(g˜) exists for a much wider
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class of test functions g˜ than was originally considered. For example,
the function
g˜ζ(q) = (2π)
−2nei[
Pn−1
j=0 qjζj ], Im ζj ∈ V+ + ℓj(1,)
belongs to the class of test functions for sufficiently large ℓj. We inves-
tigate the region of holomorphy of the following function
〈W˜ (κ2n)µ
2n
(q1, . . . , q2n−1), g˜∗ζ′(q1, . . . , qn)g˜ζ(qn, . . . , q2n−1)〉
=
1
(2π)4n
〈W˜ (κ2n)µ
2n
(q1, . . . , q2n−1), e
−i[Pnj=1 qn+1−j ζ¯′j−1]ei[
Pn
k=1 qn+k−1ζk−1]〉
= W (κ2n)µ
2n
(−ζ¯ ′n−1, . . . ,−ζ¯ ′0 + ζ0, . . . , ζn−1).
Now, we recall the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1 (Proposition 4.7 of [1]). There exist decreasing func-
tions Rij(r) defined for ℓ < r such that W
(κ2n)
µ
2n
(ζ1, . . . , ζ2n−1) is holo-
morphic in
∪2n−1i=1 {ζ ∈ C4(2n−1); Im ζi ∈ V+ + (ℓ′,), Im ζj ∈ V+ + (Rij(ℓ′),),
ℓ < ℓ′, j 6= i}.
This proposition shows that Z
(κn)
µ
n
(ζ0, . . . , ζn−1) is holomorphic in the
domain Im ζ0 ∈ V+ + (ℓ,)/2 and Im ζk ∈ V+ + (ℓk,) for sufficiently
large ℓk for k = 1, . . . , n− 1. Note that
(g˜ζ ◦ χ−1n )(p1, . . . , pn) = (2π)−2n exp i〈ζ, χ−1n p〉
= (2π)−2n exp i〈χ−1Tn ζ, p〉 = (2π)−2n exp i〈z, p〉,
where z = χ−1Tn ζ and ζ = χ
T
nz, that is,
ζ0 = z1, ζj = zj+1 − zj (j = 1, . . . , n− 1),
z1 = ζ0, zj =
j−1∑
k=0
ζk (j = 2, . . . , n).
Therefore we get
Z(κn)µ
n
(ζ0, . . . , ζn−1) = Z˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜ζ)
= Φ˜(κn)µ
n
(g˜ζ ◦ χ−1n ) = Φ(κn)µ
n
(z1, . . . , zn),
and
Φ(κn)µ
n
(f) =
∫
Φ(κn)µ
n
(x1 + iℓ0, . . . , xn + i
n∑
k=1
ℓk−1)
×f(x1 + iℓ0, . . . , xn + i
n∑
k=1
ℓk−1)dx1 · · · dxn,
where ℓ0 = ℓ/2 + ǫ for any ǫ > 0. Note that the Poincare´ group acts
on g˜ζ(q) as
(a, A) : g˜ζ(q)→ g˜ζ(Λ(A)−1q)eiaq0 = (2π)−2nei[
Pn−1
j=0 Λ(A)
−1qjζj ]eiaq0
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= (2π)−2nei[
Pn−1
j=0 qjΛ(A)ζj ]eiaq0 = g˜Λ(A)ζ(q)e
iaq0.
Then the formula of covariance
U(a, A)Φ(κn)µ
n
(f) =
∑
ν1,...,νn
n∏
j=1
V (κj)µj ,νj(A
−1)Φ(κ1...κn)ν1...νn (f(a,A))
implies the following simple formula of covariance in the domain of
holomorphy of Φ
(κn)
µ
n
(z1, . . . , zn) in complex space:
U(a, A)Φ(κn)µ
n
(z1, . . . , zn)
=
∑
ν1,...,νn
n∏
j=1
V (κj)µj ,νj(A
−1)Φ(κ1...κn)ν1...νn (Λ(A)z1 + a, . . . ,Λ(A)zn + a). (5.1)
7. Multiplication of ρ(x) and ψ(x)
As stated at the end of Section 3, {H,Φ0, U(a,Λ), φ(x), ρ(x), ρ∗(x)}
satisfies the axioms of UHFQFT. Let ρ(κ)(x) = ρ(x) and ρ(κ¯)(x) =
ρ∗(x). Then, as we learned in the previous section, the vector-valued
function ρ(λ1)(z1) · · ·ρ(λn)(zn)Φ0 is holomorphic in
{(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C4n; Im z1 ∈ V+ + (ℓ0,), Im (zj+1 − zj) ∈ V+ + (ℓj ,)}
for some ℓj > ℓ > 0 (j = 1, . . . , n − 1), where ρ(λ)(x) is one of ρ(κ)(x),
ρ(κ¯)(x) and φ(x). Let ψ
(κ)
0,α(x) = ψ0,α(x) and ψ
(κ¯)
0,α¯(x) = ψ
∗
0,α(x) be a free
Dirac fields of mass M . Then the system
{K,Ψ0, V (a,Λ), ψ(κ)0,α(x), ψ(κ¯)0,α¯(x)}
satisfies the axioms of tempered field theory (and consequently, that of
UHFQFT), and therefore ψ
(λ1)
0,β1
(z1) · · ·ψ(λn)0,βn (zn)Ψ0 is holomorphic in
{(z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C4n; Im z1 ∈ V+, Im (zj − zj−1) ∈ V+},
where λ = κ, β = α or λ = κ¯, β = α¯. Therefore, ρ(z)Φ for Φ =
ρ(λ2)(f2) · · · ρ(λn)(fn)Φ0, fj ∈ T (T (R4)) is holomorphic in
{z ∈ C4; Im z ∈ V+ + (ℓ/2,)}
and ψ0,α1(z)Ψ for Ψ = ψ
(λ2)
0,β2
(g2) · · ·ψ(λn)0,βn (gn)Ψ0, gj ∈ S(R4) is holomor-
phic there too.
The composite system
{H ⊗ K,Φ0 ⊗Ψ0, U(a,Λ)⊗ V (a,Λ), φ(x)⊗ IK, ρ(x)⊗ IK,
ρ∗(x)⊗ IK, IH ⊗ ψ0,α(y), IH ⊗ ψ¯0,α¯(y)}
is the tensor product of two systems and thus satisfies all the axioms of
UHFQFT. Although the tensor product is well-defined, the pointwise
product is not necessarily well-defined for generalized (vector-valued)
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functions. In the category of distributions, the following theorem is
well-known:
Theorem 7.1 (Theorem 8.2.10 of [3]). If u, v ∈ D′(X) then the product
uv can be defined as the pullback of the tensor product u ⊗ v by the
diagonal map δ : X → X × X unless (x, ξ) ∈ WF (u) and (x,−ξ) ∈
WF (v).
In our case, the condition that ρ(z)Φ and ψ0,α1(z)Ψ have the common
domain of holomorphy,
{z ∈ C4; Im z ∈ V+ + (ℓ/2,)},
which corresponds to the condition of the wave front sets WF (u) and
WF (u) of distributions, implies that the product (ψ0,αρ)(f) is well-
defined by the formula
(ψ0,αρ)(f)(Ψ⊗ Φ) =
∫
ΓN
f(z)ψ0,α(z)Ψ⊗ ρ(z)Φdz,
ΓN = {z ∈ C4; z = x+ i(N,)}
for suitable N > 0. Thus the field ψ0(x) is a multiplier of the field
ρ(x). Similarly one can show that ∂
∂xµ
ψ0,α is a multiplier for ρ(x) and
then we calculate
(
∂
∂xµ
(ψ0,αρ))(f)Ψ⊗ Φ
= (ψ0,αρ)(− ∂
∂xµ
f)Ψ⊗ Φ =
∫
ΓN
(− ∂
∂xµ
f(z))ψ0,α(z)Ψ⊗ ρ(z)Φdz
=
∫
ΓN
f(z){( ∂
∂xµ
ψ0,α(z)Ψ)⊗ ρ(z)Φ + ψ0,α(z)Ψ⊗ ∂
∂xµ
ρ(z)Φ}dz
= ((
∂
∂xµ
ψ0,α)ρ)(f)Ψ⊗ Φ + (ψ0,α ∂
∂xµ
ρ)(f)Ψ⊗ Φ.
This gives
∂
∂xµ
(ψ0,α(x)ρ(x))(Ψ⊗ Φ) =
(
∂
∂xµ
ψ0,α(x))ρ(x)Ψ⊗ Φ + ψ0,α(x) ∂
∂xµ
ρ(x)Ψ⊗ Φ.
Let ψ(x) = ψ0(x)ρ(x) and ψ¯(x) = ψ¯0(x)ρ
∗(x). We can easily see that
the fields ψ(x), ψ¯(x), φ(x) satisfy the axioms of UHFQFT except for the
extended causality, which is proved in Section 2. In fact, the conditions
WI - WV follow from those of the systems
{H,Φ0, U(a,Λ), φ(x), ρ(x), ρ∗(x)} and {K,Ψ0,V(a,Λ), ψ(κ)0,α(x), ψ(κ¯)0,α¯(x)}
(for WV the relation (5.1) is used). For WVII, we only have to restrict
the Hilbert space H⊗K to the subspace generated by
φ
(κ1)
j1
(f1) · · ·φ(κn)jn (fn)Φ0 ⊗Ψ0, fj ∈ T (T (R4)) (n = 0, 1, . . .),
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where φ
(κ)
j (x) is ψα(x) = (IH ⊗ ψ0,α(x)) · (ρ(x)⊗ IK) = ρ(x) ⊗ ψ0,α(x)
or ψ¯α¯(x) = (ρ
∗(x)⊗ IK) · (IH⊗ ψ¯0,α¯(x)) = ρ∗(x)⊗ ψ¯0,α¯(x) or φ(x)⊗ IK.
At the end of this section we complete the proof of the condition
of extended causality in the form of axiom WVI by showing that this
axiom is equivalent to Condition (R3) for the Wightman functionals
which has been verified in Section 2.
Proposition 7.2. Assuming the validity of the other axioms, the axiom
of extended causality WVI is equivalent to the following condition
(R3) For all n = 2, 3, . . . and all i = 1, . . . , n− 1 denote
Lℓi = {x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R4n; |xi − xi+1|1 < ℓ},
W ℓi = {x = (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ C4n; zi − zi+1 ∈ V ℓ}.
Then, for any ℓ′ > ℓ,
(i) the functional
T (T (R4n)) ∋ f →W(κ1...κn)µ1...µn (f) ∈ C
is extended continuously to T (T (Lℓ′i )), and
(ii) the functional on T (T (R4n))
f →W(κ1...κjκj+1...κn)µ1...µjµj+1...µn (f) +W(κ1...κj+1κj+...κn)µ1...µj+1µj ...µn (f) ∈ C
is extended continuously to T (W ℓ′i ).
Proof. Since the spinor/tensor indices do not play a role in this state-
ment the proof given in [1] for the scalar case applies (see Propositions
4.3, 4.4 and Theorem 5.1 of [1]). 
From the tensor structure of the composite system of ρ(x) and ψ0(x),
the Wightman function of ψ(x) = ψ0(x)ρ(x) is the product of the
Wightman functions of ψ0(x) and ρ(x). Then it follows from Proposi-
ton 3.3 that the Wightman functional of ψ(x) is just (2.1) for which
the extended causality (R3) is proven in Section 2. Thus the axiom
WVI is verified.
8. Conclusion
After the condition of extended causality had been verified in its
functional version (Section 2), this second part of our study of a lin-
earized model of Heisenberg’s fundamental equation established first
the convergence of the Wick power series
ρ(x) =: eil
2φ(x)2 :=
∞∑
n=0
(il2)n
n!
: φ(x)2n :
through Wick power series techniques. It turns out that this power
series converges in the sense of tempered ultra-hyperfunctions but not
in the sense of (tempered) Schwartz distributions.
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Next through the use of further Wick product techniques it is shown
that this field ρ satisfies the differential equation (in the sense of operator-
valued tempered ultra-hyperfunctions)
∂µρ(x) = 2il
2 : ρ(x)φ(x)∂µφ(x) :
where we used the abbreviation ∂µ =
∂
∂xµ
.
Finally, in order to solve the system (1.2) by the ansatz
ψ(x) = ψ0(x)ρ(x) (8.1)
with ψ0 being a free Dirac field two results have been established,
namely
a) the concept of a relativistic quantum field with a fundamental
length of general type κ (i.e., a scalar, tensor or spinor field)
generalizing the case of a scalar field presented in [1] and
b) the free Dirac field ψ0 is a multiplier of the field ρ.
Then it follows that the field ψ in (8.1) is a relativistic quantum field
with a fundamental length of spinor type which satisfies the system
(1.2). The interpretation and the motivation of our use of the concept
of a quantum field theory with a fundamental length can also be found
in the introduction to part I and in [1].
We find it a very remarkable fact that the length parameter l in the
linearized version of Heisenberg’s fundamental equation can be inter-
preted as the fundamental length in the sense of our theory of rela-
tivistic quantum field theory with a fundamental length as developed
in [1].
As important physical consequences we mention that therefore the
solution of the linearized version of Heisenberg’s fundamental equation
falls in the class of quantum field theories for which the PCT and spin-
statistic theorems hold and for which a scattering theory is available.
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